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Abstract 

Multi-scale, curvature-based shape representation techniques for planar 
curves and multi-scale, torsion-based shape representation techniques for space 
curves have been proposed to the computer vision community by Mokhtarian & 
Mackworth [1986], Mackworth & Mokhtarian [1988] and Mokhtarian [1988). 
These representations are referred to as the regular, renormalized and resampled 
curvature and torsion scale space images and are computed by combining infor
mation about the curvature or torsion of the input curve at a continuum of detail 
levels. 

Arc length parametric representations of planar or space curves are con
volved with Gaussian functions of varying standard deviation to compute evolved 
versions of those curves. The process of generating evolved versions of a curve as 
the standard deviation of the Gaussian function goes from O to oo is referred to 
as the evolution of that curve. When evolved versions of the curve are computed 
through an iterative process in which the curve is reparametrized by arc length in 
each iteration, the process is referred to as arc length evolution. 

This paper contains a number of important results on the convergence pro
perties of curvature and torsion scale space representations. It has been shown 
that every closed planar curve will eventually become simple and convex during 
evolution and arc length evolution and will remain in that state. This result is 
very important and shows that curvature scale space images are well-behaved in 
the sense that we can always expect to find a scale level at which the number of 
curvature zero-crossing points goes to zero and know that new curvature zero
crossing points will not be created beyond that scale level which can be con
sidered to be the high end of the curvature scale space image. 

It has also been shown that every closed space curve will eventually tend to 
a closed planar curve during evolution and arc length evolution and that every 
closed space curve will eventually enter a state in which new torsion zero-crossing 
points will not be created during evolution and arc length evolution and will 
remain in that state. 

Furthermore, the proofs are not difficult to comprehend. They can be under
stood by readers without an extensive knowledge of mathematics. 
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I. Introduction 

A multi-scale representation for one-dimensional functions was first proposed 
by Stansfield [1980] and later developed by Witkin [1983]. The function J(x) is 
convolved with a Gaussian function as its variance u2 varies from a small to a 
large value. The zero-crossings of the second derivative of each convolved func
tion are extracted and marked in the x-u plane. The result is the scale space 
image of the function. 

The curvature scale space image was introduced by Mokhtarian & Mack
worth [1986] as a new shape representation for planar curves. The representation 
is computed by convolving a path-based parametric representation of the curve 
with a Gaussian function, as the standard deviation of the Gaussian varies from a 
small to a large value, and extracting the curvature zero-crossing points of the 
resulting curves. The representation is essentially invariant under rotation, uni
form scaling and translation of the curve. This and a number of other properties 
makes it suitable for recognizing a noisy curve of arbitrary shape at any scale or 
orientation. 

Mackworth and Mokhtarian [1988] introduced a modification of the curva
ture scale space image referred to as the renormalized curvature scale space 
image. This representation is computed in a similar fashion but the curve is 
reparametrized by arc length after convolution. As was demonstrated in [Mack
worth & Mokhtarian 1988], the renormalized curvature scale space image is more 
suitable for recognizing a curve with non-uniform noise added to it. However, 
unlike the regular curvature scale space representation, the renormalized curva
ture scale space applies only to closed curves. 

The resampled curvature scale space image is a substantial refinement of the 
curvature scale space which is based on the concept of arc length evolution 
[Mokhtarian & Mackworth 1989). It was shown that the resampled curvature 
seal space image is more suitable than the renormalized curvature scale space 
image for recognition of curves with added non-uniform noise or when local shape 
differences exist. 

Given a planar curve 

r = {( x( w)' y( w)} 

where w is the arc length parameter, an evolved version of that curve is defined 
by 

r u = {(X( u,u), Y( u,u)} 

where 

X( u,cr) = x( u) @g( u,cr) 

and 
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Y(u,o-) = y(u)@g(u,o-). 

Function g( u,a) denotes a Gaussian of width o- (Marr & Hildreth 1980). The pro
cess of generating the ordered sequence of curves {r 1710-2::0} is referred to as the 
evolution of r. 

The generalized evolution which maps r to r u is defined by: 

r -+ r (I'= {(X( W,o-), Y( W,o-))} 

where 

X( W,o-) = z( W) @ g( W,o-) 

and 

Y( W,o-) = y( W) @ g( W,o-). 

Note that 

W W(w,o-) 

and W( w,o-0), where o-0 is any value of o-, is a continuous and monotonic function 
of w. When W always remains the arc length parameter of the evolved curve, the 
evolution of r is referred to as arc length evolution. W( w,o-) is given explicitly by 
(Gage & Hamilton 1986): 

CT W 

W( w,o-) = -f j 1e
2( W,o-) dW du. (i.1) 

0 0 

The curvature and torsion functions of a space curve determine that curve 
uniquely modulo a rigid motion (DoCarmo 1976). Mokhtarian (1988a) generalized 
the concepts of multi-scale representation to propose a curvature and torsion 
scale space representation for space curves. The torsion scale space image is com
puted by again convolving an arc length parametric representation of the curve 
with a Gaussian function, as the standard deviation of the Gaussian varies from a 
small to a large value, and locating the torsion zero-crossing points of the result
ing curves. The curvature scale space image of a space curve is computed in a 
similar way but curvature level-crossings rather than zero-crossings are used. 
Renormalized and resampled curvature and torsion scale space images of space 
curves can also be computed by generalizing the concepts employed to compute 
the renormalized and resampled curvature scale space images of planar curves 
(Mokhtarian 1990]. Finally, evolution and arc length evolution of space curves are 
defined in a similar fashion. An evolved version of a space curve 

r = {(x(w), y(w), z(w)} 

where w is again the arc length parameter, is defined by 
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r a-= {(X( u,u), Y( u,u), Z( u,u)} 

and an arc length evolved version of r is defined by 

r a-= {(X( W,u), Y( W,u), Z( W,u))} 

where Wis defined by equation (i..1). 

A number of evolution and arc length evolution properties of planar and 
space curves have been studied [Mackworth & Mokhtarian 1988, Mokhtarian 
1988, Mokhtarian 1989a, Mokhtarian 1989b, Mokhtarian 1990). As a result, the 
local and global properties of planar and space curves during evolution and arc 
length evolution are well understood. The existing results help create a strong 
foundation for the multi-scale, curvature- and torsion-based shape representation 
techniques proposed earlier. 

A number of results on evolution and arc length evolution of planar and 
space curves have been used in this paper to prove new results. The existing 
results which have been used are as following: 

Theorem i.l: Simple planar curves remain simple during arc length evolution. 

Theorem i.2: Let r be a planar curve in C2• If all evolved and arc length 
evolved curves r a- are in C2, then all extrema of contours in the regular, renor
malized and resampled curvature scale space images of rare maxima. 

Theorem i.3: Let r = (x(w),y(w)) be a planar curve in C1 and let x(w) and y(w) 
be polynomial functions of w. Let r a- be an arc length evolved version of r with a 
cusp point at w0• There is a 8>0 such that r o-+6 has two new curvature zero
crossings in a neighborhood of w0• 

Theorem i.4: Let r = (x(w),y(w)) be a planar curve in C1 and let x(w) and y(w) 
be polynomial functions of w. Let r a- be an arc length evolved version of r with a 
cusp point at w0• There is a 8>0 such that r a-+b' intersects itself in a neighbor
hood of point w0• 

Theorem i.5: New torsion zero-crossings can appear on a smooth space curve 
during evolution or arc length evolution in a neighborhood of a point of zero cur
vature. 

Theorem i.6: Let r = (x(w),y(w),z(w)) be a space curve m C1 and let x(w), 
y(w) and z(w) be polynomial functions of w. Let ro- = (X(W,u), Y(W,u),Z(W,u)) 
be an evolved or arc length evolved version of r with a cusp point at W0, then 
either r a-+b' has two new torsion zero-crossings in a neighborhood of W0 or a tor
sion zero-crossing point exists at W0 on r u-o and r a-+o· 
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Theorem i.7: Let r = (x(w),y(w),z(w)) be a space curve in 01 and let x(w), y(w) 
and z( w) be polynomial functions of w. Let r a- = ( X( W,u), Y( W,o-),Z( W,u)) be an 
evolved or arc length evolved version of r with a cusp point at W0• There is a 
8>0 such that either r a-~ intersects itself in a neighborhood of point W0 or two 
projections of r o--6 intersect themselves in a neighborhood of point W0. 

This paper contains a number of important results on the convergence pro
perties of curvature and torsion scale space representations. It has been shown 
that every closed planar curve will eventually become simple and convex during 
evolution and arc length evolution and will remain in that state. This result is 
very important and shows that curvature scale space images are well-behaved in 
the sense that we can always expect to find a scale level u O at which the number 
of curvature zero-crossing points goes to zero and know that new curvature zero
crossing points will not be created beyond that scale level. o-0 can be considered 
to be the high end of the curvature scale space image. 

It has also been shown that every closed space curve will eventually tend to 
a closed planar curve during evolution and arc length evolution and that every 
closed space curve will eventually enter a state in which new torsion zero-crossing 
points will not be created during evolution and arc length evolution and will 
remain in that state. 

Furthermore, the proofs are not difficult to comprehend. They can be under
stood by readers without an extensive knowledge of mathematics. 

II. Convergence properties of 1-D functions 

This section contains a number of results on the properties of various 1-D 
functions when they are convolved with Gaussian functions with large standard 
deviations. The results of this section will be used in sections III and IV to prove 
important results on the convergence properties of planar and space curves 
respectively. 

The first two theorems look at the convergence properties of polynomial 
functions. 

Theorem ii.1: Let/( u) be a polynomial function 

/( u) = anu" + an-1un-1 + 
and let n be even. Let 

F( u,u) = /( u) @g( u,u) 

be the function obtained by convolving/( u) with a Gaussian function of width u. 
When u is large, F( u,u) does not have any zeros of the second derivative. 
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Proof: It follows from the assumptions that n-2, the highest power of u in 

f"( u) = bn-2u"-2 + bn-3un-3 + · · · + b1u + b0 

is also even. 

Note that when function h( u) = uk is convolved with a Gaussian function 
g( u, t), where t is o-2 /2, the convolved function H( u, t) can be expressed as 
[Mokhtarian 1988b]: 

k 
H(u,t)= ~ 1.3 ... (p-1) (2 t)Pl2k(k-1) ... (k-p+l) uk-p. 

L.J p! 
F O 

(p even) 

It follows that: 

where all constants ci and di are positive. Assume w.l.o.g. that bn-2 is also posi
tive. 

As u-+oo or u-+-oo, bn-2urr-2 becomes the dominant term. Since n-2 is even, 
F"( u,t) is positive as u grows in magnitude. When u is not large in magnitude, 
the term of F"( u,t) with the highest power of t is dominant since t is large by 

.!!.-1 .!!.-1 
assumption. That term is: c n t 2 • Since c n is positive, c n t 2 is also posi-

--1 --1 --1 
2 2 2 

tive. It follows that F"( u,t) is always positive therefore F( u,t) has no zeros of the 
second derivative. D 

Theorem ii.2: Let/( u) be a polynomial function 

f( u) = anu" + arr-1 urr-1 + 
and let n be odd. Let 

F( u,o-) = /( u) @g( u,o-) 

be the function obtained by convolving/( u) with a Gaussian function of width o-. 
When o- is large, F( u,o-) has only one zero of the second derivative. 
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Proof: It follows from the assumptions that n-2, the highest power of u in 

/"(u) = bn-2un-2 + bn--3un-3 + · · · + b1u + b0 

is also odd. 

Note that when function h( u) = uk is convolved with a Gaussian function 
g( u, t), where t is u2 /2, the convolved function H( u, t) can be expressed as 
(Mokhtarian 1988b]: 

k 
H( u,t) = ~ 1.3 ... (p-1) (2t)P/2 k(k-1) ,· .. (k-p+l) uk-P. 

p=O p. 
(p even) 

It follows that: 
n-3 

+ cn-3t 2 u) 
2 

n-3 

+ bn-iun-3 + d1tun-5 + · · · + d n-3 t 
2 

) 

2 

where all constants ci and di are positive. Assume w.1.o.g. that bn-2 is also posi
tive. 

As u-+oo or u-+-oo, bn-2un-2 becomes the dominant term. Since n-2 is odd, 
F"( u,t)-+oo as u-+oo and F"( u,t)-+-oo as u-+-oo. Therefore F"( u,t) becomes 
zero at least once. We must show that F "( u, t) becomes zero only once. 

Assume by contradiction that F "( u, t) becomes zero at least twice. It follows 
that there is an extremum between the two zeros. At the point 'Ito where the 
extremum occurs, F"'( u,t) goes to zero. But F 111

( u,t) is a polynomial in which the 
term with the highest power has even power. This is a contradiction of theorem 
ii.1. It follows that F"( u,t) goes to zero only once. 0 

The next two theorems look at the behaviour of sine and cosine functions 
when convolved with Gaussians. 

Theorem ii.3: When a sine function is convolved with a Gaussian, the result is 
another sine function with the same frequency and lower amplitude. 

Proof: The convolution of a function /( u) with a Gaussian function can be 
expressed as: 
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00 

F(u,t) = f(u)@g(u,t) = f .};-e-i?f(u+2vvt)dv. 
-00 

It follows that when 

f(u) = asin(bu) 

F( u, t) can be expressed as: 
00 

F(u,t) = J j;-e-i?sin(b(u+2vvt)) dv 
-00 

or 
00 

F( u, t) = J; J e-i? sin( bu+2bvv't) dv. 
-00 

Using the formula: 

sin( A+ B) = sin( A) cos( B) + cos( A) sin( B) 

it follows that: 
00 

F(u,t) = j;-J e-i?(sin(bu)cos(2bvvt)+cos(bu)sin(2bvvt))dv 
-00 

and 
00 00 

F( u,t) = as~u) J e-i? cos(2bvvt) dv + ac~u) J ct?sin(2bvvt) dv. 
-oo -00 

We now make use of the formulae: 

and 

to conclude that: 

00 00 

J circos(nv)dv = 2 Je-i?cos(nv)dv = ✓-i e-rt/4 

-oo 0 

00 

J e-i? sin( nv) dv = 0 
-00 

F(u,t) = ab2 sin(bu). 
e t 

(ii.1) 

(ii.2) 

Therefore F( u, t) and / ( u) have the same frequency but the amplitude of F ( u, t) is 
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smaller than the amplitude of/( u). □ 

Theorem ii.4: When a cosine function is convolved with a Gaussian, the result 
is another cosine function with the same frequency and lower amplitude. 

Proof: The convolution of a function /( u) with a Gaussian function can be 
expressed as: 

00 

F(u,t) = f(u)@g(u,t) = f ,);-e-u2f(u+2vvt)dv. 
--00 

It follows that when 

f( u) = a cos( bu) 

F( u, t) can be expressed as: 
00 

F(u,t) = J J;-e-u2cos(b(u+2vvt))dv 
-00 

or 
00 

F( u,t) = J;-f e-J cos(bu+2bvvt) dv. 
-00 

Using the formula: 

cos( A+ B) = cos( A) cos( B) - sin( A) sin( B) 

it follows that: 
00 

F( u,t) = J;-J e-u2 (cos(bu) cos(2bvvt) - sin(bu) sin(2bw't)) dv 
-00 

and 
00 00 

F( u,t) = ac~u) J cu2 cos(2bvv't) dv - 7u) J e-u2 sin(2bvv't) dv. 
-oo -00 

We now make use of formulae (ii.1) and (ii.2) to conclude that: 

a 
F( u,t) = -b2 cos(bu). 

- t {; 

Therefore F( u,t) and/( u) have the same frequency but the amplitude of F( u,t) is 
smaller than the amplitude of/( u). □ 
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The next two theorems express facts about the convergence properties of an 
infinite sum of sine or cosine functions when convolved with Gaussians with large 
widths. 

Theorem ii.5: Let 
00 

/,( u) = :E aksin(2k1ru) 
k=l 

and let 

F,( u, t) = fa( u) ® g( u, t) 

be the function obtained by convolving/,( u) with a Gaussian function of width t. 
Fs( u) has only two inflection points and two zero-crossing points for large values 
oft. 

Proof: It follows from theorem ii.3 that 

F,(u,t) = E e4 i 7r2 t sin(2k1ru). 
k=l 

The first sine function in F, ( corresponding to k= 1) is the dominant one when t is 
large and determines the qualitative shape of F,. The first sign function goes to 
zero only at u=0.5 and at u=l. All other sine functions in F, also go to zero at 
U=:0.5 and at u=l. Therefore F, has at least two zero-crossing points at U=:0.5 
and u=l. If F8 has any additional zeros, they must be in small neighborhoods of 
U=:0.5 and 1.1,=:l since at all other points, the first sine function which determines 
the shape of F, is away from zero. Assume w.1.o.g. that the sign of the first sine 
function is positive. F, can be approximated to any degree of accuracy by con
sidering only the first N sine functions in the infinite sum. Therefore there is a 
small neighborhood of point u=0.5 in which all the first N sine functions in F

8 
are 

monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing. Let F, + be the sum of 
those sine functions which are monotonically decreasing and let F,- be the sum of 
those sine functions which are monotonically increasing. Note that in the neigh
borhood being considered, F,+ is positive when u<0.5, is zero at u=0.5 and is 
negative when u>0.5. Note also that in the same neighborhood, F,- is negative 
when u<0.5, is zero at u=0.5 and is positive when u>0.5. For any value of u in 
the neighborhood under consideration, the absolute value of F,+ is much larger 
than the absolute value of F,- since the first sine function belongs to F,+. It fol
lows that F, + + F,- is also positive for u<0.5 and negative for u>0.5. Hence no 
additional zeros exist in a small neighborhood of u=0.5. A similar argument 
shows that no additional zeros exist in a neighborhood of u=l. Therefore F, has 
only two zero-crossing points. Since the second derivative of F, has the same form 
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as F8, the same proof also holds about the second derivative of F,. It follows that 
the second derivative of F, also has only two zero-crossing points. Therefore F, 
has only two inflection points. D 

Theorem ii.6: Let 

and let 

00 

Jc( u) = ~ bkcos(2k1ru) 
k=l 

Fc(u,t) = Jc(u) @g(u,t) 

be the function obtained by convolving Jc( u) with a Gaussian function of width t. 
Fe( u) has only two inflection points and two zero-crossing points for large values 
oft. 

Proof: It follows from theorem ii.4 that 

00 bk 
Fc(u,t) = ~ e

4
k2i2t cos(2k1ru). 

k=l 

The first cosine function in Fe ( corresponding to k= 1) is dominant when t is large 
and determines the qualitative shape of Fe. The first cosine function goes to zero 
at U=0.25 and u=0.75. Therefore Fe has at least two zero-crossing points in small 
neighborhoods of those two points. If Fe has any additional zeros, they must also 
be in small neighborhoods of u=0.25 and U=0.75. Assume w.l.o.g. that the sign of 
the first cosine function is positive. Fe can be approximated to any degree of 
accuracy by considering only the first N cosine functions in the infinite sum. 
Therefore there is a small neighborhood of point U=0.25 in which all cosine func
tions are either monotonic or have only one extremum. All cosine functions in 
this neighborhood can be divided into the following four groups: 

(1) Cosine functions which go to zero at u=0.25 and are monotonically decreas
ing. Denote their sum by F1. 

(2) Cosine functions which go to zero at u=0.25 and are monotonically increas
ing. Denote their sum by F2• 

(3) Cosine functions which have a maximum at u=0.25. Denote their sum by F3• 

(4) Cosine functions which have a minimum at u=0.25. Denote their sum by F4• 

Let F= F1 + F2• Since the first cosine function belongs to group (1 ), for any 
value of u in the neighborhood under consideration, the magnitude of F1 is much 
larger than the magnitude of F2• Furthermore, the rate of change of F1 is much 
larger than the rate of change of F2• It follows that F is also monotonically 
decreasing and has a zero at u=0.25. Note also that the rate of change of Fis 
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much larger than the rates of change of Fa and F4 in the considered neighbor
hood. It follows that when Fa and F4 are added to F, the result (which is Fe) is a 
monotonically decreasing fwiction in a neighborhood of u=0.25. Therefore Fe goes 
to zero only once in that neighborhood. A similar argument shows that Fe goes to 
zero only once in a neighborhood of u:=0.75. Hence Fe goes to zero only twice. 
Since the second derivative of Fe has the same form as Fe, the same proof also 
holds about the second derivative of Fe. It follows that the second derivative of 
Fe also goes to zero only twice. Therefore Fe has only two inflection points. D 

The following theorem expresses the main convergence theorem of section II. 

Theorem ii. 7: Let/( u) be a periodic fwiction and let 

F( u, t) = !( u) @ o( u, t) 

be the function obtained by convolving /( u) with a Gaussian function of width t. 
F( u, t) has only two inflection points for large values of t. 

Proof: Since /( u) is a periodic function, it can be expressed as [Duff & Naylor 
1966): 

00 00 

f( u) = :E aksin(2k7ru) + :E bkcos(2k1ru). 
k=l k=l 

Therefore 
00 00 

f'( u) = ~ 2 akk7rcos(2k7ru) + :E-2 bkk7rsin(2k7ru) 
k=l k=l 

and 
00 00 

f"( u) = E-4 akk2
71"

2sin(2k7ru) + E-4 bkk2 11"2 cos(2k11"u). 
k=l k=l 

Therefore all derivatives of/( u) have essentially the same form: an infinite sum of 
sine functions plus an infinite sum of cosine fwictions. It follows from theorems 
ii.3 and ii.4 that: 

oo -4 a k21r2 oo -4 b . k2 11"2 
F"(u,t) = E e4 ~~ t sin(2k1ru) + E e4 ~ -ir2 t cos(2k1ru). 

k=l k=l 

Theorem ii.5 showed that, when t is large, the sum of the sine functions in 
F"( u,t) is a function F8 with only two inflection points and two zero-crossing 
points. Theorem ii.6 showed that, when tis large, the sum of the cosine functions 
in F"( u,t) is a function Fe with only two inflection points and two zero-crossing 
points. We will now show that the sum of F8 and Fe is also a fwiction with two 
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zero-crossing points and two inflection points. Assume that the signs of the first 
sine function in F. and the first cosine function in Fe are positive. The arguments 
used in other cases are similar. F. has two zero-crossing points at u.=0.5 and u.=1 
and Fe has two zero-crossing points at approximately u.=0.25 and u.=0.75. Now 
consider the range of values [0,0.25) for u. F,+Fe is positive in that range there
fore there a.re no zero-crossings. Now consider the range [0.25,0.5). F.+Fe is posi
tive at u.=0.25 and negative at u.=0.5 so there is at least one zero-crossing point 
between those two values of u. Since both F. and Fe are monotonically decreasing 
in that range, there can be only one zero-crossing point between u.=0.25 and 
u.=0.5. There are no zero-crossing points between u.=0.5 and u=0. 75 since both F, 
and Fe are negative in that range. Finally, consider the range [0. 75,1). F.+Fe is 
negative at u.=0.75 and positive at u=l so there is at least one zero-crossing point 
between those two values of u. Since both F, and Fe are monotonically increas
ing in that range, there can be only one zero-crossing point between u.=0.75 and 
u.=l. Therefore F" = F,+Fe has only two zero-crossing points. Therefore F( u,t) 
has only two inflection points. 0 

III. Convergence Properties of Planar Curves 

This section contains important results on the convergence properties of evo
lution and arc length evolution of planar curves as defined in section I. These 
results show that evolution and arc length evolution of planar curves are well
behaved processes. 

The first theorem expresses the convergence properties of polynomially
represented, open planar curves. 

Theorem iii.1. Let r = (x(u),y(u)) be an open, planar curve represented polyno
mially and let r u = ( X( u,a), Y( u,a)) be an evolved version of r. When a is large, 
( a) r u has one or no curvature zero-crossing points and (b) r u is simple. 

Proof: Assume that a is large. It follows from theorems ii.1 and ii.2 that each of 
functions X( u,a) and Y( u,a) has either one or no zeros of the second derivative. 
Note that when r u is reparametrized by arc length s, functions X( s,a) and Y( s,a) 
have the same number of zeros of the second derivative as functions X( u,a) and 
Y( u,a). 

(a) Since the magnitude of curvature on r u is given by: 

IK(s,a)I = ✓x(s,a)2 + Y(s,a) 2 

.. .. 
at every point where K( s,a) goes to zero, X( s,a) and Y( s,a) also go to zero. It fol-
lows that r u can have at most one curvature zero-crossing point. 
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(b) Assume by contradiction that r (T is self-intersecting. Let P be the point of 
self-intersection. Since for two different values of u, u1 and ½, r (T goes through 
point P, it follows that each of functions X( u,u) and Y( u,u) must have at least 
one extremum inside the self-intersection loop. Since each of functions X( u,u) and 
Y( u,u) can have at most one extremum, there can be no other extrema of either 
X( u,u) or Y( u,u) outside the self-intersection loop. We will consider only function 
X( u,u). There are two cases: 

i. The ext rem um of X( u,u) inside the loop is a minimum. 
Let Q be the point of r (T where the minimum occurs. Q divides r (T into two 
curves. One starts at Q and goes to Q' ( at which x=+oo ), the other starts at 
Q and goes to Q 11 

( at which X=-oo). Consider the latter curve. Since Q is a 
minimum, x-coordinates of points of this curve will increase in a neighborhood 
of Q. However, eventually the curve goes to Q ". It follows that there must be 
a maximum on this curve after point Q. Therefore r a- has at least two 
extrema. A contradiction has been reached. 

ii. The extremum of X( u,u) inside the loop is a maximum. 
Let R be the point of r a- where the maximum occurs. R divides r a- into two 
curves. One starts at R and goes to R' (at which x=+oo ), the other starts at 
R and goes to R " ( at which x=-oo ). Consider the former curve. Since R is a 
maximum, x-coordinates of points of this curve will decrease in a neighborhood 
of R. However, eventually the curve goes to R '. It follows that there must be 
a minimum on this curve after point R. Therefore r a- has at least two 
extrema. Again a contradiction has been reached. 

It follows that r a- must be simple. D 

Theorems iii.2 through iii.6 examme the convergence properties of closed, 
planar curves during evolution. 

Theorem iii.2. Let r be a closed planar curve. r becomes convex during evolu
tion and remains convex. 

Proof: Since r is closed, its coordinate functions, x( u) and y( u), are periodic 
functions. It follows that x( u) can be expressed as [Duff & Naylor 1966]: 

00 00 

x( u) = :E aksin(2bru) + :E bkcos(2k,ru). 
k=l k=l 

Therefore 
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00 00 

:z; '( u) = :E 2 akk1rcos(2k1ru) + :E -2 b1ck7rsin(2k7ru) 
k=l k=l 

and 
00 00 

x"(u) = ~-4akk2 7r2sin(2k7ru) + ~-4bkk21r2cos(2k7l"u). 
k=l k=l 

Let 

X'(u,t) = x'(u) @g(u,t) 

and 

X"( u,t) = x 11
( u) ® g( u,t). 

It follows from theorems ii.3 and ii.4 that 

, ~ 2akbr ~ - 2b1i;br . 
X ( u,t) = LJ eH2 -ir2t cos(2k7ru) + LJ e41.3ilt sm(2k7ru) 

k=l k=l 

and 

oo - 4 a . k2 71"2 oo -4 b . k2 71"2 

X"(u,t) = E 
4

~1r', sin(2k7ru) + E 4 ~,,r'lt cos(2k7ru). 
k=l e k=l e 

Due to the exponential term in the denominators, as t grows large the first com
ponent in each sum (corresponding to k= 1) becomes dominant. Therefore, for 
large t, X'(u,t) and X"(u,t) can be expressed as: 

2 1r a1 2 71" b1 X'(u,t) = ~cos(27ru)- -,sin(27ru) 
e4rt e4rt 

and 

Similarly 

2 71" c1 2 1r d1 Y'( u, t) = --;- cos(27ru) - -, sin(27ru) 
e4 ir t e4,. t 

and 

Curvature on rt is given by [Goetz 1970]: 
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( ) 
X '( u, t) Y "( u, t) - Y '( u, t) X "( u1 t) K u,t = I 

(X'(u,t)2 + Y'(u,t)2)3 2 

Since the denominator of the expression above is always positive, we will investi
gate the nwnerator only. Let 

a(u,t) = X'(u,t) Y"(u,t) - Y'(u,t)X"(u,t). 

It follows that 

a(u,t) = 8
~ (-a1 c1sin(21ru)cos(27ru)- a1 d1cos2(21ru) + b1 c1sin2(27ru) es 11 t 

Using the formula: 

it follows that: 

8 7r3 
a( u, t) = ~ ( b1 c1 - a1 d1). es 1r t 

Hence there are no curvature zero-crossings on rt- Therefore rt is convex. Since 
this proof holds for all large values of t, r remains convex once it becomes con-

~- □ 

Theorem iii.3: Let r = (X( u,u), Y( u,u)) be a simple and convex closed planar 
curve. Coordinate functions X( u,u) and Y( u,a) (which are periodic) each have 
two inflection points. 

Proof: Since r is a simple and convex closed planar curve, the total change in 
the direction of its tangent vector as r is traversed one full cycle is equal to 21r. 
Let (} be the angle that the tangent vector makes with the positive z.-axis. 8 takes 
on each value in the range [0,360] only once. It follows that the tangent vector 
becomes horizontal only twice and becomes vertical only twice. Each time the 
tangent vector is horizontal, function Y( u,a) has an extremum and each time the 
tangent vector is vertical, function X( u,a) has an extremum. Hence each of the 
functions X( u,a) and Y( u,a) has two extrema. Since these functions are periodic, 
each also has two inflection points. D 

Theorem iii.4: Let r = (x(u),y(u)) be a closed planar curve such that functions 
x( u) and y( u) are periodic functions each of whom has two inflection points. r is 
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simple and convex. 

Proof: Reparametrize r by arc length s. Since x( u.) and ii( u.) each intersect zero 
only twice and u. is a monotonic function of s, x( s) and ii( s) also intersect zero 
only twice. Therefore each of x( s) and y( s) also has two inflection points. Note 
that on a curve with arc length parametrization, the magnitude of curvature K. is 
given by: 

1K,1 = ✓cx)2 + (1i) 2
• 

Therefore at each inflection point of the curve, x( s) = ii( s) = O. 

Assume by contradiction that r is not simple and convex. Suppose that r is 
not convex. There can be only two inflection points on r. Let P and P' be those 
inflection points (figure iii.1). Let T be the tangent line at point P and let T' be 
the tangent line at P '. Let L be the line going through P and P '. The curvature 
of r changes sign at P therefore r will turn to the right of line T. Since curvature 
of r does not change sign again, r will continue to turn until it intersects line L 
at point Q different from P. Similarly, r changes sign of curvature at P' and will 
intersect L at point Q' different from P'. Suppose line Lis not vertical. Note that 
the x-coordinate of Q is larger than the x-coordinate of P and that the :,;
coordinate of Q ' is smaller than the x-coordinate of P '. It follows that the max
imum and minimum of x(s) lie outside segment PP'. So there is at least one 
inflection point of x( s) which is not at P or P '. Hence x( s) has more than two 
inflection points which is a contradiction. If line L is vertical, a similar argument 
can be applied to y( s) and a contradiction will be reached again. It follows that 
r must be convex. 

Now suppose that r is not simple. Therefore r intersects itself in at least one 
point. Let P be the point of self-intersection (figure iii.2) and let T and T' be the 
tangent vectors at P. Note that function x( s) has at least one extremum inside 
the loop since the value of that function is equal to the x-coordinate of point P 
for two different values of s, s1 and s2, and takes on different values when s is 
between s1 and s2• Follow the curve in the direction of T. Since r is convex, it 
will continue to turn in the same direction until the tangent to the curve becomes 
vertical. Let that point be Q. Also follow the curve in the direction of T'. Again 
r will continue to turn in the same direction until its tangent becomes vertical at 
point Q '. There is an extremum of x( s) at each of Q and Q '. Hence there are at 
least three extrema on x( s ). This is a contradiction since x( s) is a periodic func
tion which has only two inflection points and therefore two extrema. It follows 
that r must also be simple. It was shown earlier that r is convex. It follows that 
r is simple and convex. D 

Theorem iii.5: Simple and convex planar curves remain simple and convex dur
ing evolution. 
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Figure iii.1 

T" T 

Figure iii.2 
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Proof: Let r = (:z;(-u.),y(u)) be a simple and convex closed planar curve. It follows 
from theorem iii.3 that coordinate functions z( u) and y( u) each has only two 
inflection points. It is known that the number of inflection points on x( u) and 
y( u) will not increase when they are convolved with Gaussian functions [Yuille & 
Poggio 1986]. Therefore each of the coordinate functions of evolved versions of r 
also has only two inflection points. It follows from theorem iii.4 that evolved ver
sions of rare also simple and convex. Hence r remains simple and convex during 
evolution. D 

The following theorem expresses the main result of this section on evolution. 
Theorem iii.2 showed that closed planar curves become convex during evolution 
and remain convex. That theorem is sufficient to guarantee that there exists a 
high end of the curvature scale space image, however, it does not impose further 
constraints on the limiting shape of planar curves during evolution. The following 
theorem is more difficult to prove but it sheds more light on the evolution pro
cess. It follows from this theorem that the correct stopping criterion when com
puting the curvature scale space image of a planar curve is when the curve 
becomes simple and convex. 

Theorem ili.6: Let r be a closed planar curve. r becomes simple and convex 
during evolution and remains simple and convex. 

Proof: Let r u = (X( u,o-), Y( u,o-)) be an evolved version of r and let u be large. 
Theorem ii. 7 showed that X( u,o-) and Y( u,o-) each have only two inflection 
points. It follows from theorem iii.4 that r u must be simple and convex. It follows 
from theorem iii.5 that r remains simple and convex. D 

The remaining theorems in this section explore the convergence properties of 
planar curves during arc length evolution. 

Theorem iii.7: Let r = (:z:(w),y(w)) be an open, planar curve represented poly
nomially and let r u = (X( W,o-), Y( W,u)) be an arc length evolved version of r. 
When u is large, (a) r u has one or no curvature zero-crossing points and (b) r u 

is simple. 

Proof: The proof of theorem iii.1 also applies to functions X( W,o-) and Y( W,o-). 
The theorem follows. D 

Note that the following theorem has also been proven in [Gage & Hamilton 
1986] using a much longer geometric proof. 
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Theorem iii.8: Simple and convex planar curves remain simple and convex dur
ing arc length evolution. 

Proof: Suppose r is a simple and convex planar curve. Theorem i.1 states that 
simple curves remain simple during arc length evolution. Therefore r remains 
simple during arc length evolution. To become non-convex, r must form new cur
vature zero-crossings. It follows from theorems i.2 and i.3 that every planar curve 
must form a cusp point just before formation of new curvature zero-crossings dur
ing arc length evolution and theorem i.4 states that every planar curve must 
intersect itself just before formation of a cusp point during arc length evolution. 
It follows that every planar curve must intersect itself just before formation of 
new curvature zero-crossings during arc length evolution. Since r remains simple 
during arc length evolution, formation of new curvature zero-crossings on r is not 
possible. Therefore r also remains convex. D 

The following theorem expresses the main result of this section on arc length 
evolution. 

Theorem iii.9: Let r be a closed planar curve. r becomes simple and convex 
during arc length evolution and remains simple and convex. 

Proof: Let r u = (X( W,a), Y( W,a)) be an arc length evolved version of rand let 
a be large. It follows from theorem ii. 7 that each of X( W,a) and Y( W,a) has only 
two inflection points. From theorem iii.4, it follows that r u must be simple and 
convex, and from theorem iii.8, it follows that r remains simple and convex. D 

IV. Convergence Properties of Space Curves 

This section contains important results on the convergence properties of evo
lution and arc length evolution of space curves as defined in section I. These 
results show that evolution and arc length evolution of space curves are well
behaved processes. 

The first theorem shows that a space curve gradually flattens into a planar 
curve as it evolves. 

Theorem iv.1: Let r be a closed space curve. rt tends to a planar curve during 
evolution as t grows large. 

Proof: Since r is closed, its coordinate functions, x( u), y( u) and z( u) are periodic 
functions. Let 
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X( u,t) = x( u) @g( u,t) 

Y( u,t) = y( u) @g( u,t) 

and 

Z( u,t) = z( u) @g( u,t). 

As shown in the proof of theorem iii.2, when t is large, X '( u,t) and Y'( u,t) can be 
expressed as: 

and 

21rc1 21rd1 Y'( u, t) = ~ cos(27ru) -~ sin(27ru). 
e41rt e41rt 

Similarly 

21re1 2nf1 
Z'(u,t) = ~cos(21ru) - ~sin(21ru). 

e4rt e4irt 

Furthermore 

471"2e 41r2!, 
Z"(u,t) = -

42
/ sin(21ru) - ---i-cos(2?Tu) 

e t e4irt 

and 

Torsion on rt is given by [Goetz 1970]: 
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Z 111 X 1 Y" - Z"' Y'X" + Y"' Z'X" - Y"'X' Z" + X"' Y' Z" - X'" Z' Y" ~u t) - __________________ ..;..... _____ _ 

,, ' - (Y'Z"-Z'Y'') 2 +(Z'X"-X'Z'')2 +(X'Y"-Y'X'')2 

Since the denominator of the expression above is always positive, we will investi
gate the numerator only. Let (3( u, t) equal the numerator of the expression for 
r( u,t). It follows that 

f3(u,t) = X 11 (Z'Y 111
- Y'Z"') + Y"(X'Z"'-Z'X"') + Z"(Y'X"'-X'Y"'). 

Note that 

and 

and 

Z' Y 111 = Y' Z 111 = 
1
~;: ( - c1 e1cos2(21ru) + c1fisin(21ru)cos(21ru) 

e 

Therefore torsion goes to zero at every point of rt at t grows large. It follows that 
as t becomes large, rt tends to a planar curve. □ 

The following theorem expresses the main result of this section on evolution 
of space curves. 

Theorem iv.2: Every closed space curve reaches a state during evolution in 
which new torsion zero-crossings will not be created and will remain in that state. 

Proof: Let r = (x( u), y( u), z( u)) be a closed space curve and let 
r o- = ( X( u,cr), Y( u,cr ), Z( u,cr)) be an evolved version of r. By theorem ii. 7, when u 
is large, functions X( u,u), Y( u,cr) and Z( u,u) (which are periodic) will each have 
only two inflection points. Therefore by theorem iii.4, the planar curves defined 
by the coordinate function pairs (X( u,cr), Y( u,u)), (X( u,u),Z( u,u)) and 
( Y( u,cr), Z( u,u)) are simple and convex. By theorem i. 5, new torsion zero-crossing 
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points can appear on a space curve during evolution in a neighborhood of a point 
of zero curvature. On r a-, the magnitude of curvature is given by: 

J A2 + B2 + (f2 

l1el = ((x)2 + (il)2 + (z)2)a;2 

where 

A= y'i- zy 

and 

C = xy- y'i. 
Note that A, Band C determine the signs of the curvatures of the planar curves 
defined by r a-· It follows that if a point of zero curvature exists on r a-, there are 
also curvature zero-crossing points on the planar curves defined by r a-· Since 
those curves are simple and convex, r a- can not have any zeros of curvature 
either. Theorem i.6 states that the only other time torsion zero-crossings can 
appear on a space curve during evolution is right after the formation of a cusp 
point. Theorem i. 7 states that a space curve or two of the planar curves defined 
by that space curve must intersect themselves just before the formation of a cusp 
point during evolution. ff the space curve intersects itself, then all three planar 
curves defined by that curve intersect themselves. However, all the planar curves 
defined by r a- are simple and convex. It follows that cusp points can not exist on 
r a- either. Hence none of the conditions necessary for the creation of new torsion 
zero-crossing points are realized on r a-· Furthermore, when the value of u grows 
even larger, each of the functions X( u,u), Y( u,u) and Z( u,u) will continue to have 
only two inflection points. Hence all the arguments above will continue to apply 
and r u will remain in a state in which new torsion zero-crossing points will not be 
created. D 

The remaining theorems of this section explore the convergence properties of 
space curves during arc length evolution. 

Theorem iv .3: Let r be a closed space curve. rt tends to a planar curve during 
arc length evolution as t grows large. 

Proof: Let 
rt= (X( W,t), Y( W,t), Z( W,t)). 

The proof of theorem iv.1 also applies to functions X( W,t), Y( W,t) and Z( W,t). 
The theorem follows. D 
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The following theorem expresses the main result of this section on arc length 
evolution of space curves. 

Theorem iv .4: Every closed space curve reaches a state during arc length evolu
tion in which new torsion zero-crossings will not be created and will remain in 
that state. 

Proof: Let r be a closed space curve and let 

rt= (X( W,t), Y( W,t), Z( W,t)) 

be an arc length evolved version of r. Assume t is large. The proof of theorem 
iv.2 also applies to functions X( W,t), Y( W,t) and Z( W,t). The theorem follows. D 

V. Conclusions 

A number of important results on the convergence properties of curvature 
and torsion scale space representations were presented in this paper. 

It was shown that every closed planar curve eventually becomes simple and 
convex during evolution and arc length evolution and will remain in that state. 
This result shows that evolution and arc length evolution of planar curves are 
well-behaved processes in terms of convergence to a stable state. 

It was also shown that every closed space curve eventually tends to a closed 
planar curve during evolution and arc length evolution and that every closed 
space curve eventually enters a state in which new torsion zero-crossing points 
will not be created during evolution and arc length evolution and will remain in 
that state. This result shows that evolution and arc length evolution of space 
curves are also well-behaved processes. 

The convergence properties of curvature and torsion scale space representa
tions presented in this paper strengthen the theoretical foundation of these 
multi-scale representations. 
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